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-Dear Str:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report from Braidwood Generating
Station is being transmitted to you in accordance with the requiremonts of
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10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) which require a 30 day written report.

Tills report is number 91002 00; Docket No. 50 456.
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Very truly yours,

K, L. Kofron yk. -
Station Manager
Braidwood Nuclear Station
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e, approximately fif teen single-space typawritten lines) (16)

On February 8, 1991, s etem lineups for Unit 1 Containment Integr4tv Leakage Rate Test were in progress.
All Unit I containment penetrations not required to support unit operation were isolated. The Service Water

,

penetration would be isolated by closing valves in the flowpsth that provides cc,,.ing water to heat'

exchangers inside containment. After closing the valves, radiation monitors that obtain their suction from
the coe.taina.ent return piping lost their lample flows and were declared inoperable. These monitors analyze
for radioactivity and operation is required by Technical Specifications. Containment pressurization was
completed on February 21. On February 23, the val ws were reopened. This reestablished service water flow

|
through containment and the radiation monitors were now required to be in operation. On February 26,
operators realized that the radiation monitors were not in so vice. The monitors were restarted. The cause
was inadequate technical review of radiation monitor operability and procedural deficiencies. The appilcable
procedures will be revised. The details of this event will be ''scussed in licensed operator training..

There has been one previous occurance. Previous corrective actions are not applicat-le.
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1 EXT- Energy Industry Identification System (E!!$) codes are identifled in the text as (XX)

A. Plant Conditions prior to Event:

Unit: Braldwood 1; Event Date: February 26, 1991; Event Time: 1049:
Mode: 6 - Refuel _Ing; Rx Power: 0%;
RCS (AB) Temperature / Pressure: Ambient:

- B. Description of Event:
There were no systems or components inoperable at the beginning of the event which contributed to the

9severity of the event. ,

On February 8,1991,~ sysia lineups for surveillance IBwVS 6.1.2.a-1 (Unit 1 Primary Containment t ype A
Integrated Leekage Rate Test) (ILRT) were in progress. All Unit.1 containment penetrations not required to
suppert Mode 5 (Cold-Shutdown) operation were isolated. The Service Water (%X) (BI) containment penetration
would ae isolated by closing valves 1SX016A/D and ISX027A/B. These valves, normally open, are in the SX
flowpath that provide) ecoling water to the Reactor Containment Fan Coolers (RCFC)(VP) (VA) inside
containment. An interlock exists to pra vnt isolation of the $V containment, penetration. The design purpose

the operating SX pump. In ac ordance with the ILRT !' is to ensure a'flowpath is always available e

procedure, jumpers had been installed to def this interlock. Since an alternate flowpath was available
for the SX pump, valves -1SX016A/B and ISX027A/B were closed. Caution cards were placed on the valve control
switches in the Main C& trol Room (HCR) to indicate removal of the interlock. Af ter closing the valves, the
SX radiation monitors (PR) (IL) 1RE-PR002 and IRE-pR003 lost their sample flows. These monitors obtain their
suction from the $X return piping and analyze for radioactivity that could be released from containment if a
RCFC developed a tube leak. Operation et these monitors is required by Technical Specifications (15).
Monitor operability is verifled by a channel check. This is documented during the daily performance of
surveillance OBw05 0.1-0 by_ licensed personnel,

0200 the radiation monitors were declared inoperable and to document compilance with TS, limiting6e

o idition f or Operation _ Action Requirement (LC0AR) 08w05 3.3.9-la was initiated. To comply with ther.

designated TS action requirements, the Chemistry Department was notified to obtain grab samples of the $X
-retern piping and analyse for radioactivity at least once per 12 hours.

The samples were obtained and analyzed. However, on February 12, tht collection of grab samples depleted the
available inventory of water in the return piping. A decision was made by Chemistry an( Operating personnel
ti at sampilng was unnecessary since no SX flow was entering containe.it and that the LC0AR had been
c>nservatively entered. At 1253 the LC0AR was exited. This action ended TS sampling requireeents.

ILRT_ containment pressurization was completed.on February 21. On February 23, at 0810 to restore the SX
-system to a no. mal lineup, valves 1SX016AN and ISX027A/B were opened. This reestabitsbed SX flow through,

containment and the $X radiation monitors were now required by TS.

On f ebrary 26, at 1049, during the restoration of valve interlocks, operators in the HCR realized that the
radiation monitors were not in service. The monitors were r(started. Initially the IRE-pR002 monitor N ied
to start. LCOAR 08.05 3.3.9-la was entered and all TS requirements were inwnedtately satisfied. This monitor
was returned to service at 2138 and the LC0AR was e. ''ed.

This event is being reported pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2.'(I)(B) - any operation or condition prohibited by
the plant's Technical Specifications.

*
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C. Cause of Event:

The cause of the event was inadequate technical review of TS radiation monitor requirements and procedural
deficiencies.

The ILRT surwilkoce procedure dii not identify that isolation of SX to containt.snt *vould result in a loss
of flow to the radittion monitors. This resulted in an overreliance on shif t persont el to restore the
c:enitors when $X floc was reestab* lshed. Also, the procedure for starting a $X pump does . t refer to the
required radiation moi.H ors. Ts start a $X pump, the $X containment isolation valves are open. This
alignment provides a flowpain through containment that requires the radiation monitors to be in service. The
failure to provide adequate guidance is considered a procedural deficiency.

Adelaistrative control was established on the radiation monitors when the LC0AR was entered. The TS action
chosen regelred $X return header pipe samples. But the sampilng requirements could not be sat % fled when the
piping was drained and then the LC0AR was exited. This inadvertently removed the tracking fue t.lon of the
LC0AR to restore the radiation monitors prior to opening the $X containment isolatic, valves. When the LC0AR
was entered, a different TS action statement was considered for these monitors. This TS action does not
require grab samples. However, this action was not, chosen becaese the $X containment isolation valves could
have been locally opened without notification to the HCR, Also, valve leakage was considered and it was felt
that sampling was a conservative action. $1nce the valves did not leak, sampling removed the water that
remained and the LCOAR was exitsd.

Monitor status is checked dally bj surveillance OBw0$ 0.1-0. Operators perform a channel check using a
control console (RM-II) in the HCR. The monitor status is displayed on the RMil and recorded as a color-code

t
en the surveillance data sheet. The applicable status color code when a monitor has lost sample flow is Dark
Blue (DB). If a monitor is coded OB then it is considered inoperable and the applicable TS action (s) are
implemented. But DB is acceptable when the monitored process stream is not in use. W'ien $X was isolated to
containment, DD was correctly recorded on the surveillance data sheet. However, after $X was restored to
containment, licensed personnel f ailed to recognize that the process stream was now in use. The monitor
status continued to be recorded as DB until the condition was noticed. . A contributing f actor to this error

unit is shutdown. 'The incorrect data recorded is consideredwas that many radiation monitors are DB when a

a cognitive personnel error and contributed te e amt,unt of time that the process stree as not monitored.

|
| 0. Safety Analysis:

This. event had no ef fect on the safety of the plant or the public. $X pressure inside the RCFC piping was
higher than containment pressure. If an RCFC developed a tube leak, the leakar,e would have been collected

j inside containment. $1nce the unit was in a stable reactivity condition during the entire evsnt, no

| potential existed for a release path f rom containment via the $X return piping,

The $X radiation monitors only provlie indication of act'vity levels. Upon reaching the high activity
j

setpoint, an alarm is received in the MCR. There are no automatic actions that will occur. Grab samples of'

the $X return piring are . required by TS 3.11.1 1 on a weekly basis when the activity level is greater than
1.0 E-06 pCl/ml above backgrosnd. This specification ensures that the concentration of radioactive

,

|
Eaterials released to unrestricted areas will be less than the levels specified in 10CFR part 20. As an
idministrative requirement, the Chemistry Department obtains weekly samples of the $X return flow without
regard to the activity level. Therefore, the longest time that the $X flowpath would be unmonitored is one
week.
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E.- Corrective Actions:

When operators recognl ed the radiation monitors were not operating, the monitors were restarted. Initially
the IRE-PR002 monitor failed to start. It was declared inoperable and all applicable T$ requirements were
- settsfled. Later this monitor was restarted and declared operable.

The applicable operating procedures for the $X and VP systems will be revised to include $X radiation nordtor -
operability requirements. This item will be tracked to completion by Action item No. 456-200-91-01101.

The ItRT surveillance will be revised to include tracking of the radiation monitors when the $X containment
penetrations are isolated, ihls Itee will be tracked to completion by Action item 30. 456-200-91-01102.

]
.

To provide for a more consistent application of T5 actions during radiation monitor inoperability, an
analysis of LC0AR OBw05 3.3.0-ta will be conducted by shift operating personnel. Procedural revisions will
be made as identified.1 This item will be tracked to completion by Action Item No. 456-200-91-01103.

Tc ensure that proper surveillant ;J-fnreance Eis achieved and that management expectations are known. the
details of this event will be discu.!ed in licensed operator requalification training by senior operating

This item will be tracked to completion-by Action Item '''. 456-200-91-01104.esnagement'.

F previous Occurrences:

LER 86-006: FAILURE TO FOLLOW ACTION STATEHENT 3.3.3.10 ON FAILURE OF 1RT-PR02? (AUX BLOG EFFLUENT RAD

FONITOR)

Previous corrective actions are not applicable to this event.

G. Component. Failure Data:

This event was not the result of component failure, nor did any components fall as a result of this event.
.
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